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"pledge plan." All the following day he waited in vain for
an answer, though telegrams even at this time of crowded
wires ordinarily were transmitted between Berlin and
Vienna within three or four hours. He was embarrassed at
BerchtokTs silence for several reasons: because the German
military authorities were beginning to urge that Germany
ought to take precautionary military measures in view of
the news from Russia, as will be indicated later; because he
could give no answer at London and St. Petersburg as to
the success of his mediatory efforts at Vienna; because of
the bad impression which Austria's declaration of war had
meanwhile made; and because of the reports which he had
received from the other capitals which seemed to indicate
bad faith or stupidity on the part of his ally.84 Therefore
on the evening of July 29 he sent off three more urgent
telegrams to Tschirschky, partly to inform him of these
reports concerning Austria's actions and partly to get an
immediate answer in regard to the "pledge plan." In the
first he forwarded Lichnowsky's despatch concerning the
remarks of the Austrian Ambassador in London, and added
in severe disapproval of Austria:
These expressions of the Austrian diplomats must be
jegarded as indications of more recent wishes and aspira-
tions. I regard the attitude of the Austrian Government
and its unparalleled procedure toward the various Govern-
ments with increasing astonishment. In St. Petersburg it
declares its territorial disinterestedness; us it leaves wholly
•in the dark as to its programme; Rome it puts off with
empty phrases about the question of compensation; in
London Count Mensdorff hands out part of Serbia to Bul-
garia and Albania and places himself in contradiction with
Vienna's solemn declaration at St. Petersburg. From these
contradictions I must conclude that the telegram disavow-
ing Hoyos [who, on July 5 or 6 at Berlin, had spoken
unofficially of Austria's partitioning Serbia] was intended
*4 See above at notes 62-68.

